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An estimated 600 volunteers and service providers showed up at the Indiana Convention Center on Tuesday to help about 900 of Indianapolis’ homeless people with
everything from winter clothing and medical care to legal advice and haircuts. City officials are planning follow-up services, including job training, for many of the homeless
who asked for help.

Overheard

Outrage

At least three members of the City-County Council — Republican Scott Keller and
Democrats Patrice Abduallah and Steve Talley — say they have received threatening
messages in advance of Monday’s vote on a gay rights ordinance. Keller and Talley plan
to vote for the ordinance; Abduallah says he is undecided. The issue generates strong
emotions on all sides, but the threats are completely unacceptable.

Not just an urban problem
Most dropouts
are white, from
small towns
and suburbs

RUSS PULLIAM

W
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gling:
■ Sixty-two percent of eighthgraders in Greenwood Community High
School’s class of 2005 graduated on
time, according to state figures. School
districts in Martinsville, Anderson and
Shelbyville also recorded graduation
rates lower than 68 percent.
■ Only 228, or 45 percent, of the
freshmen entering mostly white Anderson High School in the 2001-2002 school
year graduated on time. It was the sixthworst-performing school
in the region after IPS’
five high schools.
■ Fourteen Central
Indiana high schools —
including six in the
doughnut counties —
have graduation rates
lower than 70 percent.
One of the schools is
Shelbyville High — 90
percent white — where
just 199, or 64 percent, of the 300 or so
freshmen who made up the original
class of 2005 graduated four years later.
For first-year principal Tom Zobel, it
means accepting “the numbers are what
they are” and working to stem the tide.
Two of the school’s “goal action
teams” are developing ways to lure students into regularly attending school. A
social worker was hired to help at-risk
students obtain services such as counseling or welfare. To improve basic
skills, the entire school now devotes 20
minutes each morning to reading.
Shelbyville High’s problems are simi-
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PRELIMINARY GRADUATION
RATES FOR 2004-2005
Indianapolis Public Schools: 39 percent.
Decatur Township: 58 percent.
Pike Township: 59 percent.
Anderson Community: 60 percent.
Wayne Township: 60 percent.
Greenwood Community: 62 percent.
Shelbyville Central: 65 percent.
Martinsville: 67 percent.
Perry Township: 74 percent.
Lebanon Community: 74 percent.
Franklin Township: 76 percent.
Washington Township: 81 percent.
Lawrence Township: 83 percent.
Warren Township: 84 percent.
Plainfield Community: 84 percent.
Carmel Clay: 86 percent.
Greenfield-Central: 90 percent.
Brownsburg Community: 98 percent.
◆ Calculations are based on the
number of graduates in a district in
2005 divided by the number of eighthgraders enrolled in the 2001-2002
school year.

lar in some ways to IPS’ — many lowincome students struggling in school
and in life; children falling behind in
early grades; in some cases inadequate
support and motivation from parents for
their children’s academics. Says Zobel:
“We fight the same issues that everyone
else is fighting.”

In turn, Central Indiana’s problems
are reflected throughout the state. Only
72 percent of the statewide class of
2004 graduated; nearly 20,000 dropped
out.
Rural and industrial parts of the region, like other areas of the state, are
struggling to transition from traditional
manufacturing to a more knowledgebased economy.
Meanwhile, Marion County townships, now more urban than ever, are
confronting the same social and economic ills that have long confounded
IPS.
The state’s inaccurate method of calculating official graduation rates — districts such as Shelbyville can claim 96
percent of students graduated in 2004 –
has created complacency. While a more
accurate method for calculation will debut with the 2006 graduating class, inflated rates will continue to be fed to
the public and the federal government
until then.
While some Central Indiana districts,
notably IPS, have begun to acknowledge
their problems, candor needs to become
more common. School administrators,
especially in suburban districts, too
often have refused to admit the reality
of low graduation numbers.
But when nearly a third of Indiana
students don’t graduate from high
school on time and the state ranks 46th
in the nation in the education level of
its work force, the time for platitudes
about student achievement has long
passed.

Bush, McCain walk together to high ground

W

ASHINGTON — It’s not
about who our enemies
are, it’s about who we are.
That has been Sen. John
McCain’s refrain as he campaigned for a
ban on cruel interrogation techniques,
and his success in convincing the Senate, the House and now President Bush,
may mark a small turning point for the
country. The United States is beginning
to find its way out of the moral thicket
into which it stumbled after Sept. 11,
2001.
The strongest argument for the compromise McCain and Bush reached
Thursday is, to my mind, a national security one. Bush realized that harsh
negative perceptions of America abroad
were harming the country. The torture
issue had become the most noxious
symbol of what the world saw as America’s arrogant lawlessness. But to Bush, it
was also a symbol of his vow to do
whatever it took to make America safe.
So the two most stubborn men in
America, McCain and Bush, struggled to
find language they could both live with.
I credit Bush for realizing that he had
to give ground. He needed to do something on the torture issue to protect the
country’s standing in the world — even
something that he rightly believed carried risks for the United States. The
man who famously never wants to
change course or admit mistakes finally

President Bush,
on Wednesday at the
Woodrow Wilson Center, in a
speech about the war in Iraq.

Gamblers
push
shallow
arguments

Our position:

Admitting that Indiana’s dropout
problem isn’t limited to urban schools
is a key to improving education and
the state’s economic destiny.
tate Higher Education Commissioner Stan Jones has
news for those in Central
Indiana who think the
state’s dropout crisis is limited to Indianapolis: It’s a
white, suburban problem too.
If anything, the typical dropout in the
heart of Central Indiana, as in the rest
of the state, is white and likely to reside
in small towns or in Marion County’s
suburban townships. Some high schools
in counties surrounding Indianapolis
have graduation rates nearly as low as
those of Indianapolis Public Schools.
The failure of state and local educators to report realistic graduation rates,
however, conceals such dismal performance. Says Jones: “They think their
schools have nice facilities and things
are fine, when in fact things are not.”
As Central Indiana goes, both economically and socially, so will the rest
of the state. Which means that failing to
deal with the educational destinies of its
children, especially the poor, will bode
ill for Indiana’s future.
A Star Editorial Board analysis of preliminary data from the Indiana Department of Education shows abysmal performance for many high schools in 18
major school districts
in Central Indiana.
Only 8,400, or a
mere 66 percent of
Central Indiana eighthgraders who made up
the original class of
2005, graduated on
time. Where are the remaining 4,400? Most
likely not still in
school.
IPS, with a graduation rate of 39 percent in 2005, remains home to the region’s worst dropout factories. But the
district’s numbers improved four percentage points from the previous school
year.
And poor results are spread throughout the region. Three Marion County
suburban township districts — Pike,
Wayne and Decatur — graduated 60
percent or less of their students on
time.
Some districts, including Carmel
Clay, have graduation rates over 80 percent. Other districts clearly are strug-

“I make this pledge to
the families of the
fallen: We will carry
on the fight, we will
complete their mission
and we will win.’’

DAVID IGNATIUS
did both. In formally renouncing the
anything-goes mentality that followed
9/11, he has begun restoring America’s
badly tarnished image in the world.
And what of McCain, the man who
felt the outrage of torture on his lacerated skin and broken bones in a Vietnamese prison? I think he sealed his
place in American history this week,
whatever happens to him down the
road. He simply would not give up on
this issue. He took it to the president
personally in a phone call in early November, all but pleading with the White
House to change course. Bush responded by instructing his national security adviser, Stephen Hadley, to begin
confidential negotiations, something
that wasn’t easy for the garrulous
McCain.
Some advocates of the torture ban
have argued that we’re not really giving
anything up, because torture never
works. If that were true, this wouldn’t

be a genuine moral choice. But in fact,
America will lose some leverage in interrogations. There’s no escaping the
reality that people may die in future
terrorist attacks because we have opted
for a moral choice.
To understand what difference the
torture ban will make, I spoke this week
with British sources about the interrogation techniques used against the Irish
Republican Army in the early 1970s.
The British were facing a hideous IRA
bombing campaign, and to stop the
bombers, the British army and police in
Northern Ireland tried to squeeze information from their IRA prisoners.
The British recognized what every
cop knows — that interrogation is
much easier if the prisoner is disoriented. So the British put hoods on their
IRA prisoners, just as U.S. interrogators
have done in Iraq. The British approved
other harsher methods: depriving IRA
prisoners of sleep, making them lean
against a wall for long periods, using
“white noise” that would confuse them.
The clincher for British interrogators
was mock execution. The preferred
method in the mid-1970s was to take
hooded IRA prisoners up in helicopters
over the lakes near Belfast and threaten
to throw them out if they didn’t talk.
Sometimes, they actually were thrown
out. The prisoners didn’t know that the
helicopter was only a few yards above

the water. I’m told that technique nearly
always worked. (So, too, with the “waterboarding” that U.S. interrogators
used to break al-Qaida leader Khalid
Sheik Mohammed.) The British eventually had to give up their extreme
techniques because of public outcry,
and I’m told they got less information.
But they eventually prevailed against
the IRA.
What of the extreme case that should
haunt us all, when an al-Qaida prisoner
may know the location of a ticking nuclear bomb? Here, too, the right answer
is the rule of law. Under the new rules,
an aggressive interrogator who discovers information that prevents a nuclear attack may still be charged with a
crime. But I doubt any judge or jury
would ever convict him. That’s the essence of a lawful society — that hard
decisions are left to courts, not to individuals. McCain got it exactly right
when Newsweek asked him about this
ultimate test. “You do what you have to
do. But you take responsibility for it.”
It’s a long walk back from Abu
Ghraib and Guantanamo, but President
Bush took a first step Thursday, prodded by the man who has been his greatest political rival. Their partnership, in
itself, is encouraging.
◆ Ignatius is a foreign affairs columnist for The

Washington Post. Contact him at
davidignatius@washpost.com

hat this state needs is
more gambling.
Yes? No? Maybe?
No one actually
pleads loudly for more gambling. But
a few people are making noise about
a pressing need for more legal gambling options.
Some advocates want to legalize
casino-style machines in bars, restaurants and clubs in the upcoming session of the General Assembly. Others
want slot machines to prop up the
troubled horse racing industry.
From one corner, the Indiana Licensed Beverage Association is calling for the legalization of gambling
machines in clubs and bars.
State Sen. Robert Meeks, R-LaGrange, has pushed for this legalization and, as chairman of the Senate
Appropriations Committee, might
have the votes in the Senate for his
proposal.
But House Speaker Brian Bosma,
R-Indianapolis, has spoken against
what are sometimes called cherry
masters, a trade name for some of the
illegal gambling machines.
Proponents of legalization are offering a new twist. They claim this
venture won’t be an expansion of
gambling. Instead, they argue, legalization will cause less gambling as the
state takes over this illegal business,
regulates it and drives out the bad
guys.
Listening to those arguments, without thinking as carefully as he usually
does, Gov. Mitch Daniels has taken an
ambiguous position. He’s giving hope
to the advocates instead of killing the
idea.
Daniels pledges to look carefully at
legislation that would reduce the
number of illegal machines, which
range in estimates from 5,000 to
20,000. But bars and restaurants and
other facilities already have threeway liquor licenses in 5,700 places.
They will object if law-breaking competitors get to keep the machines but
law-abiding establishments can’t have
them. In that case, look for lawsuits.
Advocates of legalization portray
the machines as harmless entertainment that keeps social clubs from going out of business. But this kind of
gambling is very addictive and would
make legal gambling much more
widely available than ever before in
state history.
From another corner the horse-racing industry is calling for slot machines at their tracks to boost their
business.
“The industry’s in trouble right
now,” said Jerry Walker at the recent
Legislative Conference sponsored by
newsletter writer Ed Feigenbaum.
Like other advocates of more gambling, Walker contends that his idea
does not really represent more gambling. “We don’t necessarily think it is
an expansion,” he said. “We’re just
adding another product.”
The slot machine proposal would
face a challenge in the House of Representatives. Bosma has said that
gambling proposals have to be voted
on their own merits, not tied to other
proposals. That approach creates an
uphill battle for further expansion.
Advocates of more gambling tend
to be tied to one part of the gambling
industry or another. The average citizen seldom marches on the Statehouse petitioning for slots or other
gambling machines in every bar and
restaurant.
The gamblers may want more options to push their games. But their
arguments have the same kind of
shallowness that characterizes their
products.
◆ Pulliam is associate editor of The Star. Contact
him at (317) 444-6001 or via e-mail at
russell.pulliam@indystar.com.

